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Please send any comments or contributions to the editor, Mark Solomons, at msolomons@msn.com 

 
Yellow meadow ants, like this one, have benefitted from EFCV work to clear scrub near Woodford Golf Course. Read all about 

these remarkable creatures inside. Picture by Nick Relton and by kind permission of the website www.antark.net.  

To see this newsletter online and in full colour, visit http://www.efcv.co.uk 

The website also provides more information on tasks and events, campaigns and forest news.  

For information regarding EFCV contact Brian McGhie (01992 573514) or Kevin Mason (020 8529 9273)/ efcv2@yahoo.co.uk 

Dates for your diary - see noticeboard page for full details 

 

  Happy birthday to us…EFCV will be 40 in March. Peter Smith’s special report inside.  
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CHAIRMAN'S RANT 
 

Another year’s excellent conservation work under 

our belts deserves another well done and thank 

you to everyone who came out to show that they 

care for their local “Forest”. Whatever the reason 

you volunteers turn up for tasks, I hope the basic 

reasons are similar to mine, that maintaining and 

enhancing the flora and fauna of the different 

woodlands and grasslands within the Epping 

Forest boundaries are important to you. Getting 

close to nature, keeping fit and taking part in 

social occasions are pleasant added attractions. 

Talking of social occasions, I must mention this 

year’s AGM which was well attended and thank 

you all who came along to hear and see Kevin’s 

interesting and comprehensive talk and slide 

show about how new imported tree diseases are 

affecting our native species. Nearly all of these 

nasties originate from China! Damned global 

economy!  

Not all plant diseases come from the east, the 

latest bad news is that yet another one has 

spread from the west country called Phytophthora 

ramorum!  This nasty beastie was first discovered 

in the eastern states of America in larch trees.  

The forestry commission have been felling and 

removing Japanese larch plantations in Wales 

since 2010 to stop the spread of this disease.  

Guess what, it didn’t work, it’s here!  It is all over 

Welsh and Scottish larch plantations. The larch 

trees in Warren Plantation inside the Upshire road 

entrance to Copped Hall will be coming out soon 

and, guess what, Rhododendron ponticum is a 

vector for the same disease! Double whammy! 

Some consolation, goodbye accursed 

rhododendron. 

Biosecurity in this country has always been a 

joke.  BSE, foot and mouth, vine weevil, carnivore 

worms, signal crayfish, Australian swamp 

stonecrop (Crassula to you and me) to mention a 

few little problems! The list fills a medium sized 

book. Uncaring politicians, lazy Whitehall civil 

servants, unscrupulous scallywags in the exotic 

plant and livestock trade are all to blame. They 

just do not care until the countryside and the 

native flora and fauna in it are hit for six. Of 

course, there is never enough money made 

available to clear up the mess.  Who is going to 

pay the City of London Corporation and other 

land owners to eradicate rhododendron? 

Enough ranting. March 2017 marks the 40th 

anniversary of the EFCV.  If anyone has a tale 

about their early volunteering days, I believe the 

editor would like to hear from you soon.  I 

remember my first task, it was felling medium 

sized willow coppice on Bell Common, opposite 

the new speed camera.  It was just me and Mike 

Rumble. Not a very good turn out! Wondered 

what I was getting myself into!  Mike was the 

chairman, treasurer and main leader all rolled into 

one. Mike moved on, but I am still here and how 

the EFCV have progressed! However, I have to 

say, it was nothing to do with me. 

On behalf of everyone, I would like to thank Ralph 

for organising another excellent Christmas meal 

and get-together at the Old Hall Tavern.  Thanks 

also to Peter and Linda Vaughan for providing the 

hot drinks and snacks at the AGM and the super 

presentation of food at the Christmas barbeque 

which took place at Warren Hill.  Finally, on behalf 

of the committee, I would like to thank, once 

again, everybody who turned up for forest tasks 

and “away days“ in 2016. Happy and active 2017 

to you all. 

 

 

Brian McGhie 

  



THE (ANT) HILLS ARE ALIVE! 

We take these tiny creatures for granted but some of our local anthills could be up to 180 years old. 

Local naturalist, TRICIA MOXEY, explains:  

All of us have encountered ants at some time or another.  Black ants (Lasius niger) sometimes live indoors but are 

often found in gardens. Their nests have a single queen and typically around 5,000 workers, although there can be as 

many as 15,000 in larger colonies.   

Another common species in gardens is the yellow meadow ant (Lasius flavus.) These may be found in large flower 

pots where their activities can cause the death of a cherished plant!  Normally they create the familiar, massive ant-

hills which are a feature of unmown lawns or undisturbed grassland. Their underground colonies open up the soil 

and keep it porous, their droppings fertilize the roots of the grass and they are eaten by green woodpeckers.  

The yellow meadow ant is a yellowish brown in colour with workers 2 to 3.5 mm in length.  Ants have the largest 

brains of all insects, and are strong enough to carry up to seven times their own body weight. They collectively carry 

larger food items back to their nests and eat fly larvae, wireworms, woodlice and springtails. This species also 'farms' 

aphids on the roots of plants in order to obtain the sweet honeydew they exude.  

A fertilised queen will establish a colony, laying eggs to produce large numbers of wingless worker ants.  These 

create a mound, moving soil particles to cover a network of subterranean tunnels. The raised mound traps the 

warmth of the sun and the ants increase its size and height in a southerly direction.  Thermoregulation - controlling 

temperature - within the mound is important for the successful development of eggs to adult insects.  Larvae and 

pupae are moved according to external weather conditions, with most activity on the warmer side the mound.   

In July and August large numbers of alates - winged males - and virgin queen ants develop and take to the skies for 

their nuptial flights in July or August, the actual date depends on the weather. Since 2012, there has been a flying ant 

survey with amateur recorders from across the country sending in details. For more information and reports of 

previous surveys on flying ants see https://www.rsb.org.uk/get-involved/biologyweek/flying-ant-survey 

This mass exodus of alates ensures that there is the maximum potential for genetic mixing between colonies and of 

course the surplus insects provide a tasty treat for swallows and other insectivorous birds. In early August I was able 

to observe this yellow ant activity in colonies in my garden with the final eruption of the co-ordinated nuptial flight 

occurring on Friday 5 August, starting at about 6.00pm and lasting almost an hour. Other folk have noted that there 

may be as many as 410 virgin queens from a single colony but I gave up trying to count! 

Substantial anthills are an important feature of grassy areas of the forest including around Woodford Golf Course, 

growing larger as years pass. Those found near the golf course are massive and may well have been established at 

least 180 years ago when attempts to grow crops here ceased.  Developing scrub can cut down on the solar radiation 

reaching the anthills leading to the loss of colonies. This site was targeted for clearance by EFCV earlier this year. 

I visited the site on June 24th and although it was a sunny day, it had been chilly overnight and the ground 

temperature was rather too low to encourage much ant activity.  Fortunately the majority of the exposed anthills 

were still occupied by ants. The weather conditions have been ideal and there was riotous growth of heathland 

plants all over the site!  Since then the ant colonies have expanded, with nuptial flights taking place in early August 

to ensure the creation of fresh colonies or the replacement of aged queens. 

There were seedlings of bramble and thorn appearing and some young oaks too.  As it would appear there are no 

rabbits in this part of the forest, it will be necessary for more active scrub removal from time to time to enable the 

yellow ant colonies to flourish. 

https://www.rsb.org.uk/get-involved/biologyweek/flying-ant-survey


HEATHER REGENERATION - A SUCCESS STORY 
 

BY SPENCER CLEMINSON 

 
At the request of the City of London's Ecology Team, the group were asked in March 2015 to undertake 
some clearance and also make some scrapes on Warren Hill with the aim of encouraging the regeneration of the 
heather.  
 
This latter task was considered essential to help replace the over-mature bushes and those damaged by the heather 
beetle which had occurred a few years previously. 
 
In conjunction with the other work done in the area we made a number of scrapes amongst the heather with a view 
to the plants self-seeding and thus generating new growth. 
 
Dr. Jeremy Dagley, Head of Conservation at the City of London and his colleague Andy Froud from the Ecology Team 
visited the site in September 2016 to inspect the results. 

 

 
Above: Heather and mat-grass thriving on Warren Hill. 
 

Dr. Dagley said: "Apart from one more recent scrape, where there has been no response from the seed-bank yet, the 
results are excellent. 
 
"The two dominant and specialist species there - heather and mat-grass - have come up really well, as the photo 
shows. We now have young heather plants right in the middle of the mature stand and the whole area looks more 
dynamic in its structure. 
 
"Despite the heather beetle and the dry weather of recent months the heather was all flowering uniformly well. The 
heath is in good condition - possibly the best it has been in my 25 years' knowledge of the site. So, I just wanted to 
say thank-you to EFCV for all its hard work removing the birch and creating the scrapes." 

 
It is particularly encouraging to know that the tasks we undertake on behalf of the Ecology Team make a positive 
contribution to the forest environment and are duly recognised. 



GOING BACK TO OUR ROOTS...AS THE EFCV HITS 40 
1977, the year of punk rock, the Queen’s Jubilee and...the birth of the EFCV. Peter Smith traces our 

beginnings: 

The Epping Forest Conservation Volunteers (EFCV)have been supporting Epping Forest for 40 years this March. 

Formed in 1977 to take over the role from the Conservation Corps, the idea of creating a group first came from the 

High Beach Field Studies Centre after it opened in 1970. Encouraged by the centre’s warden, Paul Moxey, the Corps 

was formed from enthusiastic staff to perform monthly tasks in the forest. They were given a grant by the City of 

London (CoL) to buy and maintain tools and protective clothing and a tools store was provided at the centre. 

In 1977 the group was opened up a wider membership, renamed as the Epping Forest Conservation Volunteers and 

in March that year, took on their first task of clearing the banks and overhanging trees at Strawberry Hill Ponds, 

Loughton. Then, as now, the aim was to keep the ponds accessible, the water clear and the adjoining heath open to 

encourage the prolific display of heather. The founding EFCV members were Mike Rumble, Kevin Cope, Paul and 

Elaine Wright, Bob Kitson, Moira Simmons, and her husband Martyn who led the inaugural task. They went out twice 

a month and attendance soon averaged 12 people. Although the volunteers were self-tasking, they were aided and 

advised by Paul Moxey. 

The EFCV then affiliated to the British Trust for Conservation 

Volunteers and over the next 20 years became one of the 

largest conservation groups in the South of England with 

membership reaching 180 in 1998. Derek Meakin and Alan 

Mason put a lot of effort into increasing membership which 

also resulted in the EFCV becoming financially self-sufficient. 

However, active attendance at tasks dropped in 1990s 

because of competition from new Sunday shopping hours. 

Even so, tasks were increased from two to three a month in 

the summer of 2000 and were later increased to weekly, 

mostly on Sundays but also the second Tuesday of each 

month. The tool store moved from High Beach to the CoL 

Warren HQ in 1998, providing a more accessible location for 

volunteers using Loughton Station a mile away. 

Above: Nothing stops volunteers from their lunch break. A snowy day on Canada Plain about six years ago. 

Picture: Spencer Cleminson 

The spring of 2001 saw a five week pause in work because of foot and mouth disease quarantine and the northern 

part of the forest remained off limits for several months as a result. As the EFCV became relatively independent of 

the Field Studies Centre (now the Epping Forest Field Centre), closer ties developed with the restructured CoL Epping 

Forest Department. Dr Jeremy Dagley was appointed Forest Conservation Officer and Ecologist in 2000 and over the 

next two years the EFCV work programme was planned in close consultation with the ecology staff. In 2002 EFCV 

gave itself a formal structure by adopting a constitution. The first Annual General Meeting was on 17 September and 

the elected Committee, chaired by Peter Lyons, comprised Ralph Boswell, Spencer Cleminson, Pat and Derrick 

Holder, Kevin Mason and Peter Vaughan. 

The raison d’être for the EFCV was to create a voluntary work team that was manpower intensive enough to 

undertake selected, small-scale tasks where mechanised methods were not practical. Tasks concentrate on 

clearance work to sustain the diversity of heathland and ponds, using carefully tailored techniques to reflect the 

delicacy of the varied habitats. The chief beneficiaries of our work opening the ground to light are surface-cover 

plants, insects and reptiles. The trend over 40 years has been towards more heathland work at the expense of pond 

maintenance. This reflects the decline since 1970s in animal grazing, particularly in the south of the forest and the 

need to compensate with more human intervention in ground clearance. The growth in road traffic has made cattle 

grazing more restrictive. The building of the M25 and the widening of the A406 has limited access routes for deer. 

This, combined with traffic noise, means the herds now seek refuge mainly in the buffer land and farmland adjoining 

the north-west corners of the forest outside M25. 



Most of our members are non-specialists, happy to be guided by ecologists. Regular attendees enjoy the outdoors 

and taking exercise at their own pace. Participation is often greater in the winter months. The weather can be more 

challenging but the heat of a bonfire and the smell of wood smoke compensates. Tasks attract volunteers of all ages 

and regularly include our longest surviving active member, who was quite young when he made his first appearance 

in 1977, John Skerry. The areas of the forest which have seen the biggest share of EFCV voluntary effort are the 

watershed heathlands close to the Epping New Road – Long Running, Deershelter, Sunshine and Rushey Plains, but 

much work has been done further south in Walthamstow Forest, Gilbert’s Slade and Leyton and Wanstead Flats. 

The extension of forest land in the 1970s and 1980s added new territory which, previously farmed, had reverted to 

thick scrub. In theory, this land was acquired to open new areas of recreation for the public but conditions on the 

ground were near inaccessible. The EFCV has made a huge contribution to clearing Fernhills near Sewardstone, with 

its commanding views of the Lee Valley, and Swaines Green at the western edge of Epping. The aim is to create a 

mixed woodland/meadow landscape reminiscent of these sites before enclosure.  

Inevitably over so many years there have been 

incidents and mishaps but none serious. Training and 

the use of protective clothing has helped. A significant 

number of our regular volunteers are fully trained 

First Aiders, including all leaders.  

Our leaders also complete an Epping Forest 

authorised training course in hazard assessment, tool 

use and tree felling. Some are also allowed to use CoL 

vehicles. We are the only voluntary group in the forest 

trusted to be self-supervising. 

Risk assessments are made before each task and 

volunteers are warned about main and unusual 

hazards. The most frequent problem is felled trees 

getting hung up in nearby branches. 

Picture taken from our 25th anniversary barbecue in 

2002. On the far left is Ray Reeves, in the middle is 

former chairman Derek Meakin and to his left, with his 

back to camera, is Spencer Cleminson. 

 There are several techniques to resolve such incidents but it is essential to clear the area and sort it out before 

further work. The second most regular incident has been volunteers getting unexpectedly wet during pond work or 

getting stuck in the mud. This usually provides enjoyment for onlookers who come to the rescue. But it reinforces 

the rule volunteers should not work in isolation.  

A popular feature of winter tasks is the warmth of a bonfire. Understandably Epping Forest has a strict ‘no fires’ rule 

for visitors. We only have bonfires when given permission by the CoL Ecology Team to help clear the accumulation of 

brash, usually when the ground is soaked and the weather is calm during colder months. Members of the public in 

the London suburbs at the southern end of the forest, unused to seeing smoke, have alerted the emergency services 

and we have had several unexpected visits from the London Fire Brigade with blue lights and sirens, followed by 

much amusement when they discover the reason for the fire. However, there was an embarrassing incident in 

Walthamstow Forest in 2008 when our bonfire set light to an old dead oak tree and WE had to call out the fire 

brigade. In 2016 the police were called in after we discovered a series of small marijuana plots hidden in the forest. 

Attendance on tasks now averages 12-15 people but can more than double when we play host to a corporate ‘away 

day’, including teams from Barclays Bank and Ford Motor Company who appear annually while among others who 

have attended are HM Treasury and Reuters News Agency. Teenagers nominate us to supervise outward bound 

segments of their Duke of Edinburgh Volunteering Award to complete a set number of hours working with EFCV.  

In recent times membership has fallen to about 80, less than half the 1998 peak but active participation remains at 

around the same level. Reasons are unclear but other voluntary groups have seen a decline since the official 

retirement age was abolished in 2009 and pensionable age has been pushed upwards. Annual membership fee 

remains £5 and our financial position is now sustained by generous, additional individual contributions. We meet all 

costs except for insurance, official training, and fuel for tools. These are met by CoL although in the future we may 



need to bid more formally for funding to increase accountability within CoL. Our main outlay is on replacement tools, 

tool consumables and maintenance.  

We purchase protective clothing such as hard hats, deep water waders and heavy duty gloves and, after 40 years, we 

are now one of the most professionally equipped conservation groups in the region. This is reflected in the demand 

for our help with neighbouring projects including annual pond clearance work for Hertfordshire and Middlesex 

Wildlife Trust, annual Thames Estuary mud bank restoration work for Essex Wildlife Trust, and annual clearance 

work at adjoining woodland to the Lower Forest - Gernon Bushes, Coopersale. 

Social activities have developed including monthly pub meals, summer and Christmas barbecues, visits to other 

wildlife locations, and walking trips. They provide a good opportunity for active volunteers to meet their forerunners 

and associated groups, such as the Friends of Epping Forest whose interests coincide with our own but concentrate 

on campaigning and running the High Beach Visitor Centre. The most enduring social event, in terms of time and 

distance, has been the Essex rambles. In 2002 Ralph Boswell had a vision to amble along the entire Essex coastline. 

Rather than let him loose on his own, a small group of like-minded friends decided to keep an eye on him. Fifteen 

years later all 350 miles of the Essex coast has been conquered together with 90 miles of the Essex Way from Epping 

to Harwich. This year sees the start of the Stort Valley Way. All walks are structured so that inner needs are satisfied 

in a local hostelry. Highlights included a visit to “Old Knobbly”, at 800 years old, one of the oldest oak trees in 

England. The overall impression is probably best summed up by John Betjeman who said “the deepest Essex few 

explore where thatch is sunk in flowers and out of the elm and sycamore rise flinty 15th century towers”. 

 

Above:  Long Running, pictured recently by Peter Smith, has been maintained by the EFCV over four decades. 

What can we anticipate in the next decade up to our 50th anniversary? Attempts to reintroduce cattle grazing look 

unlikely to be on a sufficient scale to recreate the mixed woodland and pasture conditions prevalent in the past so 

ground clearance work will continue. The rate of foliage growth is increasing with higher concentrations of carbon 

dioxide in the atmosphere. This encourages the spread of scrub and secondary woodland and risks changing the 

character of the forest without increased intervention. Tree and plant disease control is becoming a bigger problem 

with the growth in global horticultural trade and increased transcontinental movements of road vehicles and trains 

into the UK. The spread of ash dieback disease, initially along Dover and Felixstowe transport corridors, has now 

encroached into larger areas of SE England and East Anglia, including northern parts of Epping Forest. There is likely 

to be a growing need for chemical cleaning of tools and footwear  to limit the risks of cross-contamination and slow 

the spread of diseases. We will play our part and continue to maintain high professional standards in keeping Epping 

Forest a diverse landscape for plants and animals. 

*Peter Smith, one of our task leaders, is approaching his fourth anniversary with the EFCV. 



 

 
FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE TREASURER – FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31ST 2016 

 

This year’s report shows we have underspent quite 
substantially and our income exceeded expenditure 
by £ 663.43.  

Our efforts to control the group’s expenditure have 
been successful and in all areas we have spent less in 
2016 than in 2015. There have been no big items of 
expenditure this year and the money spent on tools 
last year has not been repeated.  

The amount of money coming into the group is the 
highest total for ten years and a 10% increase on last 
year. This is due to an increase in member’s 
donations, two payments of £70 from other 
organisations coming to work with us and a payment 
of £100 from a group of members who borrowed 
some tools. 

 However subscriptions continue to fall and we now 
only have 83 members, the lowest for many years. 
Having said that, 103 people have volunteered with us 
during the past year, hopefully they will join when the 
renewal notice is sent out with this newsletter.  

Turning to expenditure it is clear our newsletter is not 
cost-effective to print. The paper version, together 
with postage, means that each issue costs us £1.83 a 
copy to produce. 

In comparison, the electronic version already received 
by many members is free and has the advantage of 
displaying all of the photos in full colour. Clearly this is 
something the committee will need to discuss. 

The food bill includes the cost of the Christmas BBQ 
2015. The refreshments at the AGM were generously 
donated.   

The amount spent on tools last year was abnormally 
high; expenditure this year was more in line with 
regular expenditure. The cost of holding this year’s 
AGM was also reduced as the speaker was one of our 
own members.  

Overall our financial position remains in a healthy 
state with enough funds to cover our regular 
expenditure but we must do something to increase 
membership. 

 

 

 

 

 

Report by Kevin Mason, Group Treasurer

 

 

 

  2016 2015   

Income       

Subs £405.00  465 -£60.00 

Donations £877.00  675.98 £201.02 

Interest £12.22  12.41 -£0.19 

Other £506.20  479.7 £26.50 

Total £1,800.42  1633.09 -£167.33 

        

Expenditure       

Postages £64.34  75.09 -£10.75 

Newsletter £265.30  295.72 -£30.42 

Stationery £0.00  58.46 -£58.46 

Food £78.62  105.94 -£27.32 

Tools £221.75  728.61 -£506.86 

Chainsaw £144.78  166.06 -£21.28 

AGM £63.00  103.7 -£40.70 

Insurance £299.20  322.7 -£23.50 

Total £1,136.99  £1,856.28  -£719.29 

        

Income £1,800.42  1,633.09 £167.33 

Expenditure £1,136.99  1,856.28 -£719.29 

Total £663.43  -223.19 £886.62 

        

Bank 
balance       

Current a/c £628.83  £411.03  £217.80 

Deposit a/c £2,654.78  £2,282.56  £372.22 

  3283.61 2693.59 £590.02 

Petty cash £74.33 £0.92 £73.41 

  £3,357.94  £2,694.51 £663.43 



SUMMARY OF TASKS – SEPTEMBER 5th TO DECEMBER 18th 

Tuesday 13th September, Rushey Plain  
Spencer Cleminson & Tim Charge (11 volunteers) 

On a very hot day the group spread out across the site 
to remove young birch which was growing up under the 
canopy of mature oaks and beech. Other volunteers 
concentrated on removing birch regrowth from the 
heathland itself.  
Following the removal of the young birch from close to 
the mature trees it was noticeable that one could see 
patches of sunlight on the forest floor which had not 

previously been visible. 

Sunday 18th September, Long Running 
Kevin Mason & Ralph Boswell (14) 
This was a continuation of work on the western side of 
Long Running removing tall birch around old beech 
pollards. On a cloudy day with only a small number of 
volunteers able to stay for a full day, we removed as 
many tall birches as we felt comfortable in felling and 
there are now only larger trees remaining. A large holly 
was also taken out which was damaging a beech 
pollard. 
As some of the volunteers did not feel comfortable with 
cutting tall trees we pulled and cut bracken which is 
encroaching onto the grassland.   

Sunday 25th September, Bury Wood 
Ralph Boswell & Spencer Cleminson (10) 
A wonderful dry autumn day helped make this task really 
enjoyable. Hornbeam and holly together with a smaller 
number of birch were removed. As requested any fairly 
straight and stand alone hornbeam were left for future 
possible pollarding. Bracken was cut along the edge of 
the ride beside the work site together with some further 
onto the site. We managed to achieve 100% of the 
allotted task and have now reached the small glade 
nearer to Fairmead Road. We left untouched the small 
stand of trees as instructed during the site visit. There is 
now a clear path going south which looks outstanding. It 
is well worth a visit. 

Sunday 2nd October, Fir and Pond Wood 
Mark Smith & Spencer Cleminson (12) 
The “dry” work started with clearing vegetation from the 
path along the meadow to allow Ralph to drive his 4wd 
nearer to the lake to make tool transport easier. The low 
water levels in the lake and surrounding carr meant that 
the “dry” group could keep dry feet and still remove a fair 
amount of willow from around both observation points. 
The “wet” workers, led by Spencer, did a very efficient 
job clearing almost the entire bulrush from around secret 
pond. After they transferred efforts to removing bulrush 
from around the observation point on the main lake, 

Tuesday 11th October, Sunshine Plain North 
Peter Smith & Tim Charge (11) 
Volunteers were asked to spread out across the plain 
and remove the birch saplings by the root whenever 
possible. Larger saplings were sawn at ground level. 
The brash was carried off the plain and stacked on clear 
ground under the tree canopy. The plain was totally 
cleared of birch except for a clump at the end nearest to 
Woodridden Hill behind a small oak tree. 

Sunday 16th October, Rushey Plain  
Ralph Boswell & John Fisher (7) 

A particularly wet start was probably instrumental in the 
very low turnout of volunteers. However no sooner were 
we on site than the rain stopped and the sun came out, 
we had no further rain until we were leaving. We were 
working in the extreme north of Rushey Plain clearing 
the smaller birch. Additionally, we cleared a small copse 
where the grass was particularly lush.  

Sunday 23rd October, Rushey Plain  
Brian McGhie & John Fisher (14) 
It was dry and bright. We continued clearing birch to 
open up the plain and halo around pollarded oak and 
beech trees. We had a small fire to burn brash. We 
felled birch of all sizes and also worked on the plain to 
remove birch regrowth.  

 

*Above and below – pictures from our task on October 
30th – details below. 
By the time the mist had gone, so too had the young 
silver birch! Photographs by Peter Smith. 

 

Sunday 30th October, Long Running South 
Peter Smith & John Fisher (12) 
Young silver birch was removed from the heath north of 
where our task ended in March and west of the bog. We 
located two adder mounds from a satellite image, south 
of our work. All the birch immediately to the west of the 
central track and much of the birch between the path 
and the bog was also removed or thinned. An unusual 
amount of litter was collected with continuing signs of 
overnight camping. 



Sunday 6th November, Bury Wood, Woodman’s 
Glade 
Ralph Boswell & John Fisher (10) 
On a clear but cold and windy day, we removed a 
significant number of hornbeam saplings and a few 
larger holly trees, particularly around mature oak 
previously identified as needing limited haloing. Care 
was taken not to remove trees where honeysuckle was 
present although this was not always possible. Those 
present, together with several members of the public 
said how fantastic this particular site is looking. 

Tuesday 15th November, Swaines Green  
Spencer Cleminson & Brian McGhie (14) 
A task to cut back blackthorn and scrub plus coppicing 
willow and clearing a large area of bramble. Waste and 
cuttings were burnt on bonfires.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Sunday 20th November, Bury Wood, Woodman’s 
Glade  
Spencer Cleminson & John Fisher (11) 
Braving wet weather, we continued to thin sapling trees 
and scrub. A fire was started and waste brash was burnt 
while larger logs were made into log piles. Holly trees of 
various sizes surrounding two mature oaks were 
removed to create a new open glade. Another glade was 
made following the removal of a number of sapling trees.  
 
 

 

 

 
 
*Pictures, by Peter Smith, of our work to clear Long 
Running from the task on November 27th. This area has 
been maintained by the EFCV for 40 years despite the 
best efforts of grazing rabbits and deer! 
 
 

Sunday 27th November, Long Running  
John Fisher & Peter Smith (13) 
A fine and crisp autumn day to clear birch near the 
boggy area which divides Long Running South from the 
bomb crater area. The opportunity was taken to remove 
three overshadowed small beech in the main course of 
the bog. A successful and rewarding day – good to see 
that the cleared plains are linking up. 

 
 
*Chairman Brian McGhie gives a safety talk before a 
task at Deershelter Plain last year.Picture: Peter Smith. 
 
Sunday, 4th December, Swaines Green  
Ralph Boswell & Martin McCleary (13) 
A large amount of straggly blackthorn was removed from 
around the periphery of Middle Lincoln Field to allow 
more sunlight to penetrate the borders. Cut material was 
burnt on a fire. 

Tuesday 6th December, Warren Hill  
Ralph Bowell & Peter Smith (6) 
On a misty morning a select group of volunteers carried 
out preparatory work ahead of the Christmas BBQ task 
later in the month, removing bramble and other growth 
to free up access to the fire site and create a two metre 
wide corridor from the ride to the fire site area. 

Sunday 11th December, Gas Ride 
Spencer Cleminson & Peter Lyons (11) 
A chilly but clear morning, a welcome fire was lit before 
work began on clearing birch from the immediate area 
and creating easier access to the fire site.  
The result was the formation of a large glade in the 
centre of which was the brash fire allowing a large 
quantity of the waste brash to be burnt.  

Sunday 18th December, Warren Hill  
Kevin Mason & Ralph Boswell (33) 
An overcast, cloudy but mild day with a large number of 
volunteers tackling secondary woodland growth on the 
southern slope of Warren Hill. 
 We felled a vast amount of small birch, hornbeam and 
oak to open up the slope. Cut material was burnt on a 
controlled bonfire with a small amount of logs being left. 
The strimmer was used to tackle the bramble and this 
was also raked and burnt. We linked up with the open 
area further down the slope. cleared in an earlier task. It 
is hoped that the heather on the open area will spread 
into the area we have opened up.  

 

 



EFCV NOTICEBOARD 

PUB NIGHTS 

Thursday 23rd February The Plough, Sewardstone 

Road, contact Spencer Cleminson. 

Tuesday 21st March The Royal Oak, King's Head 

Hill, contact Kevin Mason.  

Wednesday 19th April The Bull, Theydon Bois, 

contact Ralph Boswell. 

Thursday 25th May The Horseshoes, Upshire, 

contact Ruth Moore. 

LOCAL EVENTS 

Work Days at Gernon Bushes, Coopersale  

Some Tuesdays; info: Brian McGhie (01992 573514) 

 
Work Days at Roding Valley Meadows 

Meet Tuesdays & Wednesdays 10am in the David Lloyd end 

car park. Info: 020 8500 3094 

 
Work Days with Epping Forest Countrycare 

Thursdays; call Countrycare on 01992 788203 for details. 

 
Epping Forest Visitor Centre Events 

or information on Epping Forest events please call The View 

on  020 7332 1911. 

 
Friends of Epping Forest Events 

The Friends of Epping Forest run a variety of walks in the 

area. For further information, meeting places etc. please call 

Tricia Moxey (01277 364522) or visit: 

www.friendsofeppingforest.org.uk 

 
EFCV TASK INFORMATION 

 We meet at 9.30am at the Warren, the City of London's 

Forest  headquarters. This can be accessed from the Epping 

New Road between the Warren Wood pub and the Robin 

Hood roundabout, where the gate will be manned from 

approximately 9.15am. We aim to leave for the site promptly 

at 9.45am. If you intend to go straight to the site it is 

essential that you inform the task leader in advance, so that  

we can bring enough tools and equipment for everyone. Let 

the task leader know if you will need a lift to the site. Wear 

old clothes and sturdy boots (preferably reinforced), and 

bring refreshments. Hard hats, gloves and waders will be 

provided. On Sundays, we usually return to the Warren at 

about 3.30pm; mid-week tasks tend to finish a little earlier. 

Help with putting away the tools is always appreciated – 

please don’t always leave this to the same people. Please 

advise task leaders of any medical conditions, including 

allergies, of which they should be aware.  

 

TETANUS INNOCULATIONS  

The soil in the forest can harbour tetanus and it is therefore 

in everyone’s interests to ensure that their anti-tetanus 

inoculation is up to date. 
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Thank you to Spencer Cleminson for all his help, guidance and 
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Spencer Cleminson, Peter Lyons, Peter Smith, Peter Vaughan. 

 

 

LATIN NAMES, CAPITALS AND ITALICS 

 
Here at Forest Leaves we like to include the Latin 
names when mentioning anything from the great 
kingdoms of nature – flora, fauna and fungi.  
 
You will notice that the Latin, or scientific, name is 
always two words – known as binomial 
nomenclature  – is always written in italics with the 
first word starting with a capital letter and the 
second word always in lower case. 
 
Of course, when we see a robin, most of us don’t 
say ‘oh, look, there’s an Erithacus rubecula.’ But 
the names tell us about the family, or genus, and 
the species and for that you can blame Carl 
Linnaeus, a Swedish botanist and zoologist who 
lived from 1707 to 1778 and is considered the 
father of modern taxonomy.  
 
Before he came up with his system, living things 
had long winded and often confusing Latin names. 
Linnaeus simplified it so that everything adhered to 
the same two-word system which classified 
everything from birds to butterflies to beech trees 
with a name that showed the genus and species. 
 
Does it help? Well, take the animal that 
Scandinavians call an elk. The Americans have the 
same animal but they call it a moose. And to make 
it more complicated, the Americans also have an 
elk of their own but it’s nothing like a moose! No 
such problem exists with the Latin name. Wherever 
it is found, the Scandinavian elk/American moose 
will always be Alces alces and the US elk will 
always be Cervus canadensus. Simples – as a 
Suricata suricatta (meerkat) would say. 
 



TASK LIST FOR SPRING 2017 
Sunday 5th February - Gernon Bushes   
Leaders: Brian McGhie & Ralph Boswell  

This is our regular annual visit to this Essex Wildlife Trust 

reserve where we will be removing birch and holly. 

Parking: Garnon Mead, Coopersale. GR: TL478031 

Tuesday 14th February - Barn Hoppit 

Leaders: Spencer Cleminson & John Skerry  

Thinning young oak and scrub, and selecting young oaks to be 

future pollards. Part of the wood pasture restoration plan. 

Parking: Barn Hoppitt C.P Rangers Road. GR: TQ398947 

Sunday 19th February & Sunday 26th Feb - Chingford Plain 

Leaders: Ralph Boswell & John Fisher 

Removing scrub, mainly oak and hawthorn as part of the 

higher level stewardship successional scrub management 

plan. This work will take place on two consecutive weeks.  

Parking: Connaught Water, Rangers Road. GR: TQ405951 

Sunday 5th March - Swaines Green 

Leaders: Brian  McGhie & Martin McCleary  

Continuing with scrub management in Middle Lincoln Field. 

Parking: Alongside recreation ground, Lower Swaines, Epping. 

GR: TL455023 

Sunday 12th March - Birch Wood  

Leaders: Kevin Mason & Ralph Boswell  

Having not worked here for some years, we have been asked 

to remove scrub and various types of small trees to increase 

the glade. Brash will be used to create hibernacula for adders.  

Parking: On the track alongside the Deer Sanctuary off 

Coppice Row, Theydon Bois. GR: TQ 440992 

Tuesday 14th March - Warren Hill 

Leaders: Spencer Clemminson & Tim Charge 

Haloing veteran oak pollards and thinning some younger 

trees and scrub as part of the wood, posture restoration plan.   

Parking: The Warren, Epping New Road. GR: TQ 409957 

Sunday 19th March & Sunday 2nd April - Lord’s Bushes  

Leaders: Kevin Mason & John Skerry  

The first of three tasks at this site, thinning sapling trees and 

clearing scrub as part of the wood-pasture restoration plan.  

Parking: Knighton Lane C.P, GR: TQ 407935 

Tuesday 11th April - Barn Hoppitt  

Leaders: Peter Vaughan & Pat McFarlane  

Details and parking as 14th February.  

Sunday 16th April - Long Running  

Leaders: Peter Smith & John Fisher  

Working within the strip of woodland between the heath and 

the Epping New Road, thinning birch as part of the wood- 

pasture restoration plan. 

Parking: Jack’s Hill C.P (left side) GR: TQ 436996 

Sunday 23rd April - Lord’s Bushes 

Leaders: Spencer Cleminson & Tim Charge  

The third task at this site. Details and parking as 19th March. 

Sunday 30th April - Bury Wood/Grimston’s Ride  

Leaders: Peter Smith & Ralph Boswell  

Continuing a task from last September to thin young trees 

and join glades as part of the wood-pasture restoration plan.  

Parking: The Warren Epping New Road. GR: TQ409957 

Sunday 7th May - Warren Hill  

Leaders: Spencer Cleminson & Ruth Moore  

Following successful trial soil scrapes in 2011 and 2015 the 

plan is for more scrapes outside the main heather area to 

increase the area of heath. We will also thin some of the 

sapling trees, if time permits. 

Parking: The Warren, Epping New Road. GR: TQ409957 

Tuesday 16th May - Area of forest behind High Beach Church  

Leaders: Brian McGhie & Tim Charge  

An area with good beech regeneration, we have been asked 

by Natural England to fell competing sycamore saplings, 

similar to our work at the church  earlier in the year.  

Parking: Considerate parking in roads around High Beach 

Church. GR: TQ408979 

Sunday 21st May - Bury Wood/North Long Hills 

Leaders: Peter Vaughan & Pat McFarlane  

A continuation of the two tasks last summer, thinning and 

removing small trees mainly birch and holly.  

Parking: Fairmead Road C.P. GR:TQ 409968 

Sunday 28th May - Rushey Plain 

Leaders: Spencer Cleminson & Tim Charge 

Once again at the Wake Valley pond end of Rushey Plain 

thinning young birch trees as part of the wood pasture 

restoration plan.   

Parking: Wake Valley CP. Epping New Road. GR: TQ 423988 

================================================== 

 

Contact Details for Task Leaders:  

Ralph Boswell 020 8527 7371 

Tim Charge 020 8801 6923 

Spencer Cleminson 07748 530467  

John Fisher 020 8249 1816 

Peter Lyons 020 8529 3060 

 Kevin Mason 020 8529 9273 

 Brian McGhie 01992 573514 

 Neil Redgwell 07873 219207  

Peter Smith 0208 989 9890 

Peter Vaughan 0208 590 0879 

* The work featured in the majority of these tasks forms part 

of the City of London’s Higher Level Stewardship wood-

pasture restoration plan. 


